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SURVEY, from page 1
discusses the results from smaller surveys at five other prominent schools.
Key findings of the study include:
> 89% of Harvard Law School students and 91% of Michigan Law
School students reported a "positive"
impact - the large majority reporting
a "strongly positive" impact - of diversity on their total educational experience.

>Seven out of eight students reported
that contact with students of diverse
backgrounds led them to change their
views on civil rights.
> An overwhelming majority of students at both schools (78% at Harvard
and 85% at Michigan) reported that
discussions with students from different racial and ethnic backgrounds
changed their views of"conditions in
various social and economic institutions."

> Nearly two thirds of students surveyed reported that diversity improved class discussions.
> 62% of respondents reported that
diversity clearly or moderately enhanced their ability to work more effectively and/ or get along better with
others.
>By a ratio of more than 10 to 1, students who were enrolled in both racially homogenous and racially di-

21 gs,eptember 1999

>A large majority of students at both
schools (78% at Harvard and 84% at
Michigan) indicated that discussions
with students from various racial and
ethnic backgrounds resulted in a "significant" impact on their views on the

These findings are significant because they directly address the question of the educational value of diversity. For more than two decades, the
use of affirmative action policies by
college officials rested on the Supreme
Court's 1978 Bakke decision, which
ruled that race-conscious admissions
practices are permissible because a
diverse student body enriches class
discussions and student learning.
However, two federal court cases in
the last three years have explicitly rejected this principle. Until now, the
higher education community has produced little evidence directly linking
diversity to educational outcomes.
From the Civil Rights Project Website
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friendly and comfortable work
environment."
"It allows me to practice law in as pure a
manner as possible. We do not have to
make financial compromises in the defense
or prosecution of a case nor do we have to
make political compromises. We just
practice law and work hard for the benefit
of our client."
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survey. asking what e/Q you like best about working httr.
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When I left my undergraduate university with a Bachelor of Arts in Economics, I figured it would be pretty
useless if I didn't take it to grad school.
I saw two options: continue to study
Economics, or go to law school. I
hadn't thought much of my higher
level Economics courses, so the
former seemed to me a waste of time
(mine and the world's). Regarding
the latter, however, I had heard that,
for some strange reason, law school
admissions offices looked favorably
upon us economists. Eyeing with chagrin the prospect of plodding northward on the corporate ladder of
Andersen Consulting or some such
organization, I mailed my application.
Little did I know how important my
degree in Economics would be in succeeding among these hallowed walls.
Day One: Contracts withJ.J. White. I
was one of the first (I believe the third)
people to be called on. Already I was
being forced to exhume my knowledge of rudimentary microeconomic
models of Wonderland, Incorporated,
buried deep under layers of game
theory and uncovered interest parity
(VIP, obviously). Day two: same. Day
three: same. For the first four days of
class, I was called upon to spout economic principles to the unenlightened. Surely this was only due to the
subject matter or to J .J.' s unique personal traits (such as wanting to teach
at 7:00am), I told myself as I began my
second semester.
Wrong. Torts - the area where juries display complete ignorance of the
value of a dollar, not to mention economic principles - demonstrated an
Econocentric view of the universe as
well. I remember feeling guilty during the exam for being so at ease with
the analyses we had to apply. The
Economics saturation only worsens
with upperclass courses, especially if
you're interested in corporate or international law.
Now I can't deny the importance of
some basic economic principles to the
study of the law. Interest rates and

the changing value of money are key
to determining damages in civil actions. Policy is often influenced by
game theory, which is equal parts
math and economics. I just never
thought the stuff would permeate the
study of the law the way it does.
Where' s all the social policy? Where
are all the factors that Economics intentionally ignores? But that's a
whole other article. This editorial
started out as an introduction to an
explanation of Net Present Value- a
concept that will pop up in more than
one class, I guarantee. I have explained it before via email to my classmates in Contracts and Enterprise
Organization; now I offer it to everyone in these pages. If you find it useful, let me know of other topics you'd
like to see covered in this paper.
Maybe by the end of the year I'll have
everyone singing about purchasing
power parity ... Then again, I suppose
I'd be content if I've helped one person.
The Deal with Net Present Value
Consider a bank account that pays
annual interest. For simplicity, let's
assume a starting balance of $1,000
and an interest rate of 10% (not compounded or anything like that - that
another column). If you let your
$1,000 sit for one year, you will earn
$100 in interest and your end-of-year
balance will be $1,100. If you let your
account sit for another year, you'll
earn 10% of $1,100, or $110, and your
balance after two years will be $1,210.
The theory of net present value is that
$1,000 today is worth the same to you
as $1,100 one year from now and the
same as $1,210 two years from now.
You wouldn't deposit your money in
a savings account that paid no interest, would you? The concept is similar to inflation: you sure can't buy a
pack of baseball cards for a quarter

See NPV, page 8
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The Shockingly True Revelations of a 1L
By Hannah Mujson
After the end of the first week of law
school, us first year students don't
know a whole lot. Sure, we could
maybe direct a confused passer-by to
Hutchins Hall, as long as they didn't
ask for one of the complicated rooms,
or tell them where the library is, although not how to get in if they're
checking ID, and maybe where to go
out and have a quiet alcoholic moment
when reading gets to be too much and
your brain reminds you it's only the
second week, but that's about it. At
least, that was what I thought
Then, I discovered that even
though we are not necessarily possessed of a lot of definite knowledge,
we're fairly good at making stuff up
wholesale. Half of the fun I had my
first week centered around trying to
figure out which of the crazy stories
were true and which were just the
twisted fantasies of fevered minds

who had spent way too much time ies, study aids or asking other people
trying to sneak food out of the dining questions will be met with outrage and
hall without Diane Nafranowicz no- shock. You are, after all, here to learn
ticing and sending out the Lawyers how to do all of this yourself. When
Oub Enforcers. I actually learned they say by yourself, they're not kidding.
some rather interesting things.
Next, we have learned that law proFirst, just because your professors
give you syllabi, this does not mean fessors do not actually exist outside
that you will actually be following any the law school. It is all an elaborate
type of schedule with regard to your fiction designed to lend credence to
classes. Rath~ you will be subjected Parking Services' claim that there is
to an arbitrary and seemingly insane no parking on campus. At all. Those
guessing system, consisting of frantic funny stories that professors tell about
phone calls to friends to ask them what their children, and the wedding bands
if anything, will actually be covered in they wear, are all just props. Much
class the next day. This does not get time is spent in concocting plausible
any better as you advance through law and believable covers. Really, the proschool. It gets worse. By your 3L year, fessors are nothing more than artifiyoudon'tevengetasyllabusanyrnore. cial constructs, built and maintained
You are expected to know enough to by Parking Services. Of course, with
be able to predict, with accuracy down this level of computer sophistication
to the paragraph, what will be covered and new technology, Parking Serin class. Any suspicion that you have vices, could, if they put their minds
been reading hornbooks, nutshells, GilSee REVELATIONS, page 9
berts, other people's outlines, dictionar-

CURTIS, MALLET·PREVOST, COLT & MOSLE LLP
NEW YORK

Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosie is an international law firm with its principal
office in New York City. We are interviewing University of Michigan Law School
students for our Litigation and Corporate/International Departments for the 2000
Summer and Fall Associate Programs. If you are looking for the opportunity to work
in a collegial and instructive environment, with significant responsibility and client
contact early in your career, sign up and learn firsthand about us. We shall be
interviewing on campus:

Tuesday, October 5, 1999

NEW YORK
MEXICO CITY
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A MODEST
PROPOSAl
By Yingtao Ho

When I arrived on the quadrangles
last week, my mind was filled with
the thought of reading cases and the
horror that I could be called upon to
state the facts in every one of my
classes. I expected for my classes to
be overloaded from the very beginning, and for my mind to be filled by
more legal concepts than I could
handle. Imagine my shock as I sit
here, many of my previous images of
the first week of my 1L year shattered.
For most of the past week,. while there
have been moments of revelation in
my classes, I feel like I am back in
grade school again. In virtually every one of my classes, the professor is
leading me by the hand through materials that should take half the time
to cover. Since I am but of ordinary
intelligence, I do not believe I am

alone in having these feelings of discontent.
In analyzing the causes of the problem mentioned above, I have come up
with two reasons. First, it seems like
some of my professors are operating
under the assumption that I don't
know the first thing about the American legal system. In virtually all of
my classes, my professors have used
the precious time for explaining Legal System 101 to their students. Since
I read these descriptions in my text
books the night before, I feel these explanations of the legal system are a
waste of time. Further, I have been
getting the same lecture five times,
and by the second time it becomes
very boring.
Second, it seems my professors are
operating under the assumption that
I can't read cases, and that it would
take weeks before I can achieve a
working knowledge of the legal language. Consequently, even in the
classes where we have moved beyond
an explanation of the legal system, my
professors move painstakingly
through cases at a pace that bores

HUNTON

most of us. For example, after spending most of the hour on a two page
case in property class, I felt half of the
reasoning for the dissent wasn't covered in class. When I asked the professor afterwards, she agreed, and
said she didn't have time in class to
cover the concept even though we
were covering a straightforward case
at a pace of twenty minutes per page.
On a certain level, I am grateful that
due to the slow pace this week, I will
have less material to outline in November. However, my boredom this
past week indicates a problem that
should be fixed. My solution hinges
on the belief that boredom could be
removed if everyone arrived on the
first day of classes with a certain
amount of knowledge that they need
to survive in law school. In particular, I believe everyone should have a
fundamental knowledge of the
American legal system and the ability to read and comprehend a straight
forward appellate decision. I therefore suggest the law school should

See PROPOSAL, page 9
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will be interviewing second- and third-year
University ofMichigan law students.
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nowadays like you could twenty
years ago.
So, economically speaking, $1,000 in
1998 dollars are worth the same as
$1,100 in 1999 dollars and the same
as $1,210 in 2000 dollars. We can extrapolate this pattern with a formula:

Net present value goes through this
process in reverse. Instead of finding
out how much you'll have after ten
years with $1,000 sitting in the bank
at 10% interest, we now want to find
out how much we have to put in the
bank in order to have, say, $2,000 in
ten years. If we re-write our formula
for future value as

Future Value of$1,000 = $1,000(1+r)n

Y = X(1+rt

of 10%, over a period of ten years,
$771 would tum into $2,000.
For a real world example, let's assume that an injured Plaintiff has won
a case against his employer and will
be awarded damages to compensate
him for his reduced earning potential.
Before his injury, Plaintiff earned
$50,000 per year; now he can only earn
$15,000 working as a telemarketer at
home. His earning potential has been
decreased by $35,000 per year. The
rateofinterestis5% per year. Assuming that statistics indicate that he will
live another 30 years, how much will
his employer have to pay him today
in order to fully compensate him for
his final (statistically speaking) year
alive?

lis
NPV, from page 4
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where r is the interest rate and n is the where Y is the future value of our
number of years that the $1,000 sits money, X is our starting balance, r is
in the bank. (1+r) is a term used to our interest rate, and n is the number
skip steps; instead of calculating the of years in the bank, we can now solve
interest earned in one step [$1,000 for the net present value of a future
times 0.10] and then adding it to the sum. After some nifty algebra, we
$1,000 to get the end-of-year balance, have
we can just multiply $1,000 by 1.10 to
Error A: He deserves $35,000. This
get it all done in one step. We raise X= Y/((1+rt)
would
overcompensate Plaintiff, since
the quantity (1 +r) to the power of n
It looks messy, but all we're doing
it
does
not reflect the changing value
to save steps also: instead of taking is dividing our future sum by one plus
of
money
over time.
the long way by calculating the interest rate raised to the power
$1,000(1.10)(1.10) to get the balance of however many years have passed.
after two years, we can consolidate If we want $2,000 in our bank account Error B: He deserves $35,000 times
30
terms by calculating $1,000(1.10f_ ten years from now, we calculate X = (0.95) to reflect the interest rate. This
This is just simple algebra.
See NPV, page 15
$2,000/ ((1.10) 1 ~. At an interest rate

BARACK FERRAZZANO KIRSCHBAUM
PERLMAN & NAGELBERG

If you want to be in Chicago, work with the best, have
the highest quality national practice and avoid buying a
bunch of suits, you owe it to yourself to check us out.
We're on campus Thursday, October 14.
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better secret than whether J. J. White dancing" theory and the "inequality of
1\.es ®esta:e

wears boxers or briefs. It surpasses the restrooms" theory. There is a no hangto it, solve the parking problem on mystery of that big machine down in over rule at bar night. Members of the
campus, end world hunger, find a the basement with the rubber band and opposite sex become irresistibly atcure for cancer, explore space and take the lever. This is where the true law tracted to you at bar night.
over the universe, but that would be school is. For four dollars, you can go
So, when they tell you that in the first
too easy. It's much more fun for them and drink all the beer you can pour into nine weeks of law school, you will learn
this way.
your mouth. You can dance. You can everything you need to know about the
Finally, most first years have learned meet new people. You can try out new law, theymayberight. They just don't
the best kept secret of the law school, law theories such as the "sharing of tell you that you'll learn most of it even
the thing that "they" never tell you be- cigarettes" theory, the "how many sooner than that.
•
fore you get here: bar night. This is a beers does it take before people start

PROPOSAL, from page 7
offer a one week course, the week before regular classes begin, that teaches
the basics of the legal system once,
instead of five times in the status quo,
and then provides supervised practice
on the art of reading cases. Following this one week. the classes can then
move straight into the meat of the
material: Factual uncertainty in civil
procedure, theories of punishment in
criminal law, and cases at a reasonable speed in the other classes.
One may object that people who already know the things taught at the

one week course should not be forced
to come to Ann Arbor one week early.
I agree. To that end, I think the law
school should mail out a take home
test to all students as soon as they accept the offer of admission. This test
should have a multiple choice section
that tests for knowledge of the legal
system, and then provide one opinion followed by questions about the
opinion. These tests then should be
mailed back to the law school, and all
those students whose score on the test
exceeds a predetermined threshold
are exempt from the one week course.

MILLER

Obviously, the testing system proposed above is open to abuse. However, one must remember that those
people who cheat on the test are not
prepared for the pace of the classes
once they start. I think self interest
would keep people from cheating on
the take home test.
Once my system is adopted, I believe the first weeks of law school
would become a more satisfying experience for everyone.
•
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Point/Counterpoint
(Dennis Westlind, whose column "Above buffoons chose to spend their sumthe Law" usually appears in this space, is mers fishing, fighting and fornicaton assignment in war-torn Nebraska and ing instead of writing and researching. Now they blame us for buckwill return in two weeks.)
ling down and devoting a mere sevPoint/Counterpoint: Does the enty to eighty hours of our vacation
Law Review competition to the Law Review. They would do
well to follow the shining example
fairly reflect student ability? we
set for the Law School commuEach year, the Law Review selects nity. I, for one, labored intensively
its members using a combination of for the General Counsel's office of
grades and writing ability. While the my family's steel mill for six weeks
Law Review maintains that its merit- this summer, while my less refined
based selection criteria are necessary classmates were committing god
to recruit students with the most abil- knows what kind of debauchery.
ity, some students criticize the comThe charge that the Law Review
petition as elitist and for not reflect- does not accurately represent the
ing the diversity of the student body. student body is simply poppycock.
Res Gestae asked two law students The Law Review strives to maintain
who entered the competition for their diversity within its ranks. I submit
opinions. -Eds.
that this year's editorial board is the
most diverse of any student organization, representing students
Review Attracts the Best and
from
all eight Ivy League schools.
Brightest
Let's see the Journal of Race and
By Pointdexter Fitzgerald
Law top that! And while some stuHiggenbotham Iv, Associate
dents are upset over the so-called
Editor, Michigan Law Review
"elitist" character of the Law Review, it is vital to the journal's inThe Law Review, the oldest and tegrity that our selection process
finest student tradition at Michigan remain exclusive. I have heard some
Law School, is comprised of the of the so-called students here actucream of each year's crop of law stu- ally pronounce the letter "R". What
dents. Unlike other student organi- would mummy think? I shudder at
zations and journals, which appear the thought! And to be completely
to function as mere excuses for the frank, many members of the lower
slow-witte~ to The ch ~ thm the Lam Review
classes don't have
consume gram al- J___ ~ ...*.1..
.J_
the greatest hy.
co h o 1 an d watch uoes not IICcur-J
. . represent we
g1ene.
Surely
football, the Law stru:lentbodytsmnplypoppyeock.
Michigan Law's
Review is a serious academic pub- finest cannot be expected to risk
lication which must maintain its physical contact with such parasitehigh standards of excellence.
infested riff-raff!
The complaint from the student
In conclusion, kudos and
body regarding our selection crite- huzzahs! for the Law Review Ediria should be dismissed as the inco- torial Board, may its proud tradition
herent ravings of those unqualified continue ever onward! Go Harvard!
to serve our distinguished publication. These sweaty, incompetent

Fuck Law Review
By Bill Jabworski, Michigan Law
Student and Dominick's Patron

Puck Law Review. Bunch of stuckup pansy-assed bastards. They think
the Big Ski isn't good enough for them?
I oughta fix their goddamn wagon,
sonsofbitches. I guess if your greatgreat-great-great-goddamt').-grandpar7
ents didn't come over on the Mayflower you may as well just not apply.
Well, my ancestors came to the good
ol' U.S. of A. down in the steerage, and
when they got here they worked for a
living, goddammit. My grandfather
shoveled coal for Higgenbotham Steel
for forty-five years, 'til the black lung
got him, just so my dad could go to high

we/4 my ancestors came to the good
ol' U.S. ofA. down in the steerage,
and when they got here they worked
for a living, gotldammit.
school. And my father shoveled coal for
those bastards just to put me through
college. Not Yale or "Hahvahd," no
way, I went to Wayne-goddamn-State
like areal person. Every summer I went
back to that steel mill and shovel coal
so I could afford next year's books. And
now, my one ticket out of Flint :Michigan
is to get on Law Review, so I slave my
summer away writing about some sentencing guideline bullshit, and for what?
So these Law Review bastards can stab
me in the back with their sharpened silver spoons. They11allgetnicecushyfinn
jobs next summer;. oh yeah, but I'll be out
chasing ambulances for some lousy Pl.
firm. Well,fuckthem,. thoseGo-Harvard!I -rowed-on-the- crew-team
motherfuckers. And fuck Law Review,
too. Yeah, fuckitAnybodywantanother
beer? Hey, can we get some goddamn
beer over here?!?

•
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By Bruce Manning

This summer, like so
many of you, I worked
as a summer associate
at a large firm. My assignments, like
many of yours, consisted of memos
from partners that read something
like "Find needle. Suggest you look
in haystack." The kind suggestion
that I look in a haystack is what is
known as 'mentoring.'
The thing about spending an afternoon digging around this nation's legal archives, is that you dig up some
strange things. For instance, check out
the opinion in Mackensworth v. American Trading Transp. Co., 367 F.Supp. 373
(E.D.Pa., Nov 19, 1973) by the amazing
District Judge Edward R Becker, which
rhymes on for four pages. What other
odd things do bored judges do?
In my last week this summer, as I was
searching for one of those mythical
"our client is not at all liable, ever"
cases, I stumbled upon "the John
Grisham-like facts in this appeal are
very much in dispute." Kirdwffv. Selby,
686 N.E. 121, 123 (Ind. Ct. App. 1997).
I wondered, Who is this John Grisham?
until I found the court's footnote which
read "this phrase was aptly coined by the
parties during oral argument... Undoubtedly the parties were referring to noted
attorney I author John Grisham. whose
numerous books have involved issues of
legal intrigue and deception."
Ahh ... I thought the parties were
referring to John Grishamm, my
neighbor for three months when I was
seven and living in Toluca Lake.
Thank goodness for useful footnotes
like that one. An interesting question

was raised by the matter, the more sensational allegations are
however: Does The Run- irrelevant to the issues on appeal."
have
away
Jury
An operator of a nude dancing club
precedential value?
brought an action challenging a local
Grisham being a son of ordinance that, with a few exceptions,
the South, I thought that banned public nudity. In discussing
perhaps he'd have some whether the ordinance was over-broad
weight down
and infringed upon prothere, but all I
tected First Amendment
found was "the
freedoms, the court held that
relevant material
"if John Grisham reads one
facts bear some
of his novels in the nude ...
resemblance to a John
courts can evaluate whether
Grisham novel." Burge v.
[this] activit[y] fall within
Parish of St. Tammany, 1997
the
scope
of
the
U.S. Dist Lexis 114, 1997 WL
[ordinance's] exception."
10243 (E.D. La. Jan. 8, 1997).
Yowzah. J&B Entertainment,
A trial court in Illinois,
Inc. v. City ofJackson, 152 F.3d
however, did 12(b)(6) on
362 (5th Cir. 1998). I know
Grisham grounds, "finding
.
that when I think of art, I
th t K .
,
l . t John Gnsham, Oracle think of nude readings of
a
neger ~ comp am of Jurisprudence
read more hke a John
popular paperbacks.
Grisham novel than an acceptable iniFinally, "[Defendant's] rescission
tial pleading, the court dismissed with conduct and loss ratios bear some releave tore-file." Krieger v. Adler, 19% semblance to those of the fictional inU.S. Dist. Lexis 113, 1996 WL 6540 surance company portrayed in John
(N.D. lll. Jan. 5, 1996). I believe plain- Grisham's novel The Rainmaker and in
tiff subsequently re-filed, writing a the motion picture of the same name."
complaint that was more like a Viningv. Enterprise Fin. Group, 148F.2d
Danielle Steele novel, which he hoped 1206 (lOth Cir. 1998). This is odd, bewas more in-line with the court's cause when I saw The Rainmaker I
reading tastes.
thought the fictional insurance
Other courts have found that the company's rescission conduct and
words of John Grisham deliver that loss ratios bore some resemblance to
certain je ne sais quoi to spice up an those of the non-fictional Enterprise
otherwise boring legal document. In Financial Group. This proves the old
Figueroa v. Rivera, 147 F.3d 77 (1st Cir. adage: truth is fiction, fiction is truth.
•
1998), for example, the court noted Or something like that.
that "if recited
here in full
flower, the averLLP
ments in the
complaint
would seem to
career Opportunities for IP Professionals
have been lifted
from the pages of
Most desirable areas of California, New York and soon-to-open
a John Grisham
Washington, DC for career opportunities and personal growth.
Lyon & Lyon LLP, a premier intellectual property law firm, has
thriller." Life as
offices in Los Angeles, Costa Mesa, San Diego, San Jose, CA,
an
appellate
White Plains, NY and soon-to-open Washington, DC. We are
judge is not
seeking qualified students with superior academic credentials
and a technical undergraduate degree in mechanical or
without
its
electrical engineering, biology, chemistry, physics or computer
downsides, as
science.
If you are interested in pursuing summer
the court continemployment, please send your resume including a copy of your
law school transcript and preference in office location to Maria
ued on, "our tale,
Marinelli, Supervisor of Professional Recruiting, Lyon & Lyon
however, is deLLP, 633 W. Fifth Street, Suite 4700, Los Angeles, CA 90071cided! y less grip2066 or email at recruit@lyonlyon.com. We look forward to
hearing from interested candidates.
ping, as many of
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Godfrey

.Kahil
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

The lawyers at GODFREY & KAHN, S.C. in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
are proud of the strong relationship with The University of Michigan
Law School and invite both second and third year law students to
interview with two of our Michigan alumni on
SEPTEMBER 27, 1999:
Mark C. Witt
Jeremy D. Newman
"At Godfrey &Kahn, S.C., we work hard to preserve our differences
from other large firms in Wisconsin and around the nation. "

Milwaukee+ Green Bay+ Oshkosh+ Appleton +Madison
www.gklaw.com

OOCK

T~OOCK

AVANLLP
NEW YORK OFFICE

Will be interviewing second~year and
third~year students on Tuesday,
October 5, 1999
Sign~up

through your placement office
by September 22, 1999

BarroN •

BuJ:lo\PEST • Lcs ANGELES

• MIAMI •

NEW YoRK

• WASHINGTON,

D.C.

RUTAN
AT

JAMES 8 TUCKER, SR. (1688-1950)
JAMES l. MORRIS
WILLIAM J CAPLAN
MICHAEL T HORNAK
PHILIP D. KOHN

Pi\Ul FREDERIC MARX

&TUCKER~
ATTORNEYS

A.W. RUTAN (1880·1971)
jAMES R. MOORE"

LAW

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS
611 ANTON BOULEVARD, FOURTEENTH FLOOR
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92626-1998
DIRECT ALL MAIL TO: POST OFFICE BOX 19SO
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92628·1950
TELEPHONE 714-641-S100 FACSIMILE 714-546-9035
INTERNET ADDRESS www.rutan.com

RICHARD A. CURNUTT
lEOI'JARD A HAMPEL
JOHN B. HURLBUT, JR.
MICHAEL W. IMMELL
MILFORD W. DAHL, JR.
THEODORE t. WALLACE, JR.•
GILBERT N. KRUGER
JOSEPH D. CARRUTH
RICHARD P SIMS
JAMES 8. O'NEAL
ROBERT C. BRAUN
THOMAS S SALINGER•
DAVID C. LARSEN"
CLIFFORD E. FRIEDEN
MICHAEL O. RUBIN
IRA G. RIVIN"
JEFFREY M. ODERMAW
STAN WOLCOTT"
ROBERTS. BOWER
DAVID J. ALESHIRE
MARCIA A. FORSYTH
WILLIAM M. MARTICORENA

JOEl D. KUPERBERG
STEVEN A. NICHOLS
THOMAS G BROCKINGTON
WILLIAM W WYNDER
EVRIDIKI (VICKI) DALLAS
RANDALL M. BAS BUSH
MARY M. GREEN
GREGG AMBER
MICHAEl F. SITZER
THOMAS). CRANE
MARK B. FRAZIER
PENELOPE PARMES
M. KATHERINE JENSON
DUKE F. WAHLQUIST
RICHARD G. MONTEVIDEO
LORI SARNER SMITH
ERNEST W. KLATTE, Ill
EliZABETH L. MARTYN
KIM 0. THOMPSON
JAYNE TAYLOR KACER

MILFORD W. DAHL. SR. (1919·1986)

DAVID B. COSGROVE
HANS VAN LIGTEN

STEPHEN A. ELLIS
MATTHEW K. ROSS

JFFFREY WERTHEIMER
ROBERT 0. OWEN
ADAM N. VOLKERT
JEFFREY A. GOLDFARB
F. KEVIN BRAZIL
LAYNE H. MELZER
L 'iKI HARRISON
ELISE K TRAYNUM
LARRY A CERUTTI
CAROL D. CARTY
PATRICK D. McCALLA
RICHARD 10::. HOWELL
JAMESS.WEISZ"
DAVID H HOCHNER
A. PATRICK MUNOZ
S. DANIEL HARBOTTLE
PAUL). SIEVERS
MICHAEL K. SLATTERY
DEBRA DUNN STEEL
DAN SLATER

H. RODGER HOWELL (1925·1963)

KENT M CLAYTON
MARK BUDENSIEK
JOSEPH l MACA, Ill
KRAIG C. KILGER
STEVEN/. GOON
DOUGLAS/. DENNINGTON
TREG A. JULANDER
TODD 0. LITFIN
ICARA S. CARLSON
ERIC L. DUNN
FRED GALANTE
CRISTY lOMENZO PARKER
JEFFREY T. MELCHING
MIKE D. NEUE
SEAN P. FARRELL
MARLENE POSE
APRIL LEE WALTER
KAREN ELIZABETH WALTER
NATALIE SIBSALD DUNDAS
ALISON M. BARBAROSH
JOHN W HAMILTON, JR
LYNN LOSCH IN
PHILIP). BLANCHARD
TERENCE J GALLACHER

ROBERT E. KING
DEJA M. HEMINGWAY
)UUE K. WHANG

DENISE L. MESTER
W. ANDREW MOORE
ALISON L. TSAO
CHARLES A. DAVENPORT, ttl
DANIEL L. GEBERT
JULIE L. DREW
NATASHA K LAKAMP
RICHARD D. ARKO
MARK M MALOVOS
NIKKI NGUYEN
Of COUNSEL·
EDWARD 0. SYBESMA, JR •
DAVID). GARIBALDI. Ill
"A PROFESSIONAL
CORPORATION

ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LAW FIRM, RUTAN & TUCKER, LLP
WILL BE INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 13, 1999
Since the opening of A.W. Rutan's law office in 1906, Rutan & Tucker, LLP, has become
one of the premier law firms in California. Today, with over 100 attorneys, Rutan & Tucker is the
largest law firm based in Orange County, California. Orange County is located on the coast of the
Pacific Ocean, between Los Angeles to the North, and San Diego to the South, and is one of the
fastest growing economies in the United States.
Rutan & Tucker represents a broad spectrum of clients, from major multinational
corporations and financial institutions to family-owned businesses and private individuals; from hightechnology and industrial enterprises to agricultural companies; from real estate developers to
governmental agencies, educational institutions, and charities. The firm's practice extends throughout
the United States and includes both the representation of foreign companies doing business in the
United States and domestic companies engaged in activities abroad,
Our attorneys come from more than thirty top law schools nationwide, including the Ivy
League, and the Big Ten, and are culturally diverse as well. Many graduated Order of the Coif or
Phi Beta Kappa, were the editors of law reviews or held judicial clerkships. We begin first year
associates at a salary of $95,000, plus an additional $5,000 bar exam preparation stipend. Our
summer associates earn $1 ,800/week. Our summer program is very successful, and provides R&T
with the majority of its incoming attorneys. For instance, our current incoming class of over a dozen
first year attorneys were all summer associates, and of that class all summer associates received
offers.
Attorneys at Rutan & Tucker practice in five Sections: Trial, Public Law, Real Estate,
Corporate, and Labor/Employment. In addition, many of our attorneys belong to Practice Groups,
that often work interdepartmentally. For example, our Environmental Law Practice Group is made
up of attorneys from the various Sections, and may handle real estate or corporate transactions,
environmental litigation or simply consultations regarding environmental issues.
If you wish to view the firm's internet site, you will find it at www.rutan.com. Our site
contains significantly more information than a brief letter can provide, including articles written by
our attorneys, significant cases, information for law students and much more. We invite interested·
students at The University of Michigan Law School to sign up to interview on campus with a Rutan
& Tucker partner, on October 13, 1999.
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Chemical Si
Chemical Si

By Ryan
WuRun
Run
Lola
Written and directed by Tom Tykwer
Starring
FrankaRun
Potente
Run Lola
Playing
thedirected
State Theater
Writtenat
and
by Tom Tykwer
Starring Franka Potente
The title
poster
does not misPlaying
at and
the State
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title and poster
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affecting
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chartween his son's
reactionary
nationalacter study of a man straddling between his son's reactionary national-
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grandeur.
In Raging
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male sexual
inseBull
Scorsese effect.
once again
concurity(1980),
to devastating
The most
nects violence with male sexual insecurity to devastating effect. The most
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critically acclaimed film of the 1980's,
Raging Bull features another volcanic
performance by De Niro as former
middleweight champ Jake La Motta,
a man driven and ultimately destroyed by insane bouts of jealousy.
Brutal, honest, and uncompromising,
these two masterpieces show the
Greatest Working Director and Actor
at the height of their powers. For even
headier fare, there's a twin bill of
works from modernist French auteur
Jean-Luc Godard. Breathless (1960)
revolutionized the way people
watched movies with its disorienting
jump cuts, throwaway plot, promiscuous movie allusions, and its casually nihilistic anti-hero (played by the
divinely charismatic Jean-Paul
Belmondo). It's one of the major landmarks of modern cinema. Even
greater is Contempt (1963), Godard's
painfully incisive snapshot of a fluttering marriage. It stars sex icon
Brigette Bardot (in her career-best performance) and a smarmy Jack
Palance. Exceedingly difficult viewing for the uninitiated, the two
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Godard movies are essential for anyone interested in exploring the possibilities of what film can achieve as art.
Lastly, there's the ravishing Raise the
Red Lantern (1991), an exquisitely
wrought tale of sexist oppression from
famed Chinese filmmaker Zhang
Yrmou au Dou, To Live). Gong Li plays
an educated woman forced by poverty to become the fourth concubine
of a bloodless patriarch. While the politically-minded often read the movie
as a sly allegorical attack on the
present-day Communist regime, I

PDV, from page 8
would undercompensate him; his
award would be only $7,512, which
would only tum into $32,468 if he
placed itin a savings account and let
it collect 5% interest.
Correct He deserves $35,000 divided
by (1.05) 30, or $8,098. This sum reflects
the value in today's money of $35,000
in 2029 money.

zsf/

1999

simply find this tragic tale of a woman
sealed to her lonely fate unspeakably
moving.

Raise the Red Lantern: Playing at Auditorium A, 8:00pm. Free.
Taxi Dn"ver & Raging Bull: Playing
at Modern Language Building, 7:00
pm. & 9:00pm. $4/$5 dbl.
Breathless & Contempt: Playing at
Natural Sciences, 7:00pm. & 8:40pm.
$4/$5 dbl.

•

This may not seem like that big of a
deal, but when Northern Hemisphere,
Inc. sues Southern Hemisphere, Inc.
for billions of dollars, a simple error
could result in under- or overcompensation greater than many countries'
Gross Domestic Product. Next time,
I'll discuss the prisoner's dilemma
with seven prisoners held in three
jails, with limited communication via
prison guards. Only kidding ...

By Karl G. Nelson

•

Will the

Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, Inc.

workyott do

Join a team that works for change,
helps assure equal access to justice,
and advocates for the poor.

today affect
the lives of
thousands
ofpeople
tomorrow?
It can.

Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, Inc.
(ABLE), and its affiliate, Legal Services of
Northwest Ohio (LSNO) are seeking
qualified attorneys and legal professionals
for legal services work in northwest Ohio.
For more information about our programs
and employment opportunities, call us
today, or visit our web site.
ABLE is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

419/255-0814 or 1-800-837-0814

www.ablelawyers.org
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Advocates for Basic
Legal Equality, Inc.
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,Ross, Dixon & Bell, L.L.P.
Irvine, CA

Washington, DC

San Diego, CA

Looking for a mid-sized, litigation-oriented flrm committed to excellence?
Check out our web site. Ifyou like what you see,
sign up to interview with us at Michigan on October 14, 1999.

www.rdblaw.com

Gray CaryWare ... Freidenrich

LLP

TECHNOLOGY'S LEGAL EDGE ..

The Palo Alto office of Gray Cary Ware &
Freidenrich

LLP,

Counsel to Emerging Growth

and High Technology Companies, invites
second year students interested in practicing
law in the Silicon Valley to join us for oncampus interviews on Friday, October 15.

Palo Alto

San Francisco

San Diego

Sacramento

Austin

HALE AND DORR LLP

in the

High-Tech Age
... representing innovative
technology companies from
inception to marketplace leadership.
From individuals to emerging growth companies and multi-national
corporations, our clients present us with exciting ideas and interesting
legal challenges. To meet their needs, Hale and Dorr LLP offers corporate,
litigation, intellectual property, real estate, environmental, commercial,
labor and employment, tax, and trusts and estates legal services. Our
practice includes a long tradition of pro bono legal service and commitment
to the community. We serve clients throughout the United States and
around the world from our offices in Boston and Washington, D.C., and
our joint venture law office in London.
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THE CAFFEINE CASE
By Ayelette Robinson

for lofty debate, what new topic for
family discussion.. what new method
for inducing my significant other's boredom hath Ms. Robinson wrought?" Read
on, dear reader, read on.
The Caffeine Case
8:00am: As a result of being forced to
endure class at 8:00am,. you bring a large
mugofcaffeinated coffeetoclassand prcr
ceed to drink the entire mug's worth.
9:00 am: During your one hour
break before your next class, you return
home and finish the dream you were
having about Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz,
or some equivalent figure you would
never have a chance of meeting.
9:55am: You tell Brad I Cameron
that your studies really are more important, and you return to class for
more forced answer retrieval.
(Author's Note: if I have learned one lesson in these past two weeks, it is that direct answers are rarely if ever dispensed
with lightly. A very elaborate process of

As a first year law student, I am
poorly equipped to offer the average
reader of this publication (about two
thirds of you) much advice. Nor can I
offer much in the way of thought and
refl.ection on law school education here
at the University of :Michigan. I would
however like to present for your own
consideration and review a problem so
noxious, and so destructive to the very
basisofhumandecency, thatevenL alL,
have become appalled by its existence.
I have no doubt all of you have held
lofty debates concerning the wellknown Prisoner's Dilemma. But here
in our esteemed academic setting, we
have another, more pressing and more
disturbing,issueathand: ToGoorNot
to Go? I see all your eyebrows rising
now, as you excitedly lean closer to this
paper and wonder: "By golly, what
hath she here? What new opportunity

answer retrieval is not only expected, but
required underpenaltyofpublicshame.)
Approximately 10:20 am: You realize that a necessary bodily function,
resulting from the ingestion of the large
quantity of coffee, is distracting you
from the brilliant pearls of your classmates' wisdom. You push this reali.za:tion to the back of your mind, hoping
it will go away. (Author's Note: reliance on this tactic befuddles me, as
most individuals past the age of 10 have
discovered, through extensive trial and
error; that it absolutely never works.)
10:37 am: You realize how stupid
you were not to have chosen your permanent class seat on the aisle. You first

A

Founded in 1909, Vorys, Sater, Seymour
and Pease UP has grown to be one of the
largest lawfirms in the country, with more
than 300 lawyers in five offices. Our
clients range from some of the world's
largest companies and organizations to
individuals and small businesses. We
represent them across the country and
around the world in litigation, business
and personal transactions involving
virtually every legal subject.

TRADffiON
OF

INNOVATION
AND
QUALITY

VORYS, SATER, SEYMOUR AND PEASE LLP
Observing our 90th Anniversary

52 East Gay Street

~

Columbus, Ohio 43215

tel614.464.6400 ~ .fax614.464.6350
Columbus

~

Washington, D.C.

~

Geveland

~

Cincinnati

~

Alexandria, VA

www.vssp.com

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP will be on campus on October
11, 1999 interviewing :2"'1 year students for summer associate positions
in our Columbus, Cincinnati and Cleveland offices for the summer
of 2000. Our 1999 summer clerk class included the following students
from the University of Michigan Law School:
Aaron Berke ~ Gregory R. Daniels ~ MarkS. Germann
James M. Peppe ~ Steven W. Sebastian

----------111
begin to blame yourself for not getting
out of bed early enough on the first day
of classes to get those few cherished
aisle seats. But then you realize that it
is actually the fault of the entire American law school system for ever instituting such an inane, junior high-style tactic of assigned seating. You then realize that this tactic has the unfortunate,
yet useful, purpose of helping the professor locate you with the special answer retrieval radar (sometimes referred to euphemistically by the faculty
as a "seating chart"), and you begin to
blame the history oflaw education, and
often Socrates himself, for falsely imprisoning you in the University of
Michigan Law School classroom.
10:51 am: The necessary bodily function has now, rather than going away
as you had previously hoped, become
so intense as to distract you from your
elaborate dream of being in a ring with
Socrates and hearing the referee counting to ten while you look out on the
gleeful cheers of law students from
across the nation. (Author's Note: this
is a particularly useful dream in Torts
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class when you can claim, if called
upon to speak,. that you were just thinking about whether injuries sustained in
boxing matches can be sources for tort
litigation.) You then come to the realization that you have a class session at
11:00 am (11:05 Michigan time), for
which you do not wish to arrive late.
Your current class session, however,
does not end until11:00. Complicating the issue further, you are currently
located on the first floor of the classroom building, while your 11:05 class
is located on the second floor. The average commute between two consecutive floors on a crowded weekday
morning, allowing for the extreme care
required to avoid committing any torts,
is three minutes. The total amount of
time necessary to clear up your books
at the end of your 10:00 class, to set up
your books for your 11:00 class, and to
review the assignment for the 11:00
class is no less than two minutes.
[Relevant Statute: "There shall be no
bathroom facilities easily accessible to
University of :Michigan Law School stu9-ents between classes."]
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Advised, I have no doubt, by its attorneys, the University of :Michigan has
constructed the law school classroom
building with no bathroom facilities on
the first (ground) floor of the building,
and only a single-roomed women's
bathroom on the second floor of the
building. (Author's Note: I applaud
the University for its attempt to address
the distressing, yet typical, condition in
public locations of long lines at
women's bathrooms and no lines at
men's bathrooms. This may be the only
building in the world where women
have easier access than men to a bathroom facility.) Note that while there are
men's and women's facilities located in
the basement and on the third fl~ only
those with superhuman speed and/ or
flight ability (e.g. Superman, Particle Man)
would beabletoavail themselves of these
facilities between classes.
And so for those of us who cannot
imagine being caught in a Prisoner's
Dilemma, I conclude by offering this
more accessible, yet equally troubling
question: To Go or Not to Go?
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